
Contributed by Chris Pell

Happy by Pharrell Williams

Level: Elementary–Intermediate (Young Learners and Teens)

Time: 90 minutes 

Materials: PowerPoint, cut up phonetic cards on slide 7, lyrics gap fill, slide 8 
worksheet and slide 11 worksheet. 

Language Focus: Meaning from context, sentence stress, rhythm, phonetics 
awareness. 

Overview: This is a great song to play to your students at any time,but the regular 
structure of the chorus provides a great opportunity for some pronunciation 
awareness, drilling and creating our own version of the song. 

There are three versions of the video included in the lesson. The first is from Saigon, 
the second with lyrics and the third is the original version. 

Step 1- Set Context 

Show instructions on slide 2. Students in groups of 4. Number each student 1-4. 
You will show each numbered student a picture. (There are four pictures on slide 4. 
They fade in and out with the animation function.) When you are showing this picture 
the other students close their eyes. At the end they describe what they saw in the 
picture. 

Step 2- Prediction

After they finish describing the pictures, show slide 4. Students predict which song 
the pictures relate to.

Step 3- Discussion 

Show slide 5. Students discuss. 
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Step 4- First Listen 

Show slide 6. Students listen to the song and then describe how they feel. 
(Depending on the age of the students, you may or may not want to show the video. 
Young learners tend to focus on the music video rather than listening to the song.)

Step 5- Phonetics 

Cut out slide 7 in to 8. Hand out to pairs.They transcribe in to normal words. Show 
slide 7. Feedback on board. Drill words.(Works best if a phonemic chart is also 
displayed.)

Step 6- Second Listen 

Students listen again and hold up cards when they hear them in the song. 
Encourage them to say the words at the same time. (Make it a game- fastest 
student in group gets a point.)   

Step 7- Gap Fill 

Hand out gap fill to each student. Use words on phonetic cards to fill in missing 
words. Feedback- show video with lyrics https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PGJX9tutZEA

Step 8- Vocabulary (Optional)

This is an optional stage depending on your level/time/focus. Print off slide 8. 
Students write some phrases they know and some they don’t. They then mingle to 
find someone who knows the phrase they don’t. T monitors for any 
misunderstandings and clarifies at the end. 

Step 9- Drilling 

Show slide 9. Drill lines with a focus on rhythm and stress. Ask students to think 
about which words are stressed. Nominate student for each line. They draw over the 
words on the board. Turn off the projector. This should leave you with just the 
stressed words. Drill stressed words only. Steadily remove them until there is nothing 
on board and students can say/sing the whole chorus without any assistance. 
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Step 10- Rhythm 

Look at lines 2, 4, 6 and 8 of the chorus. How many syllables are there? There are 
always 13. Awareness of this will help students create their own versions of the 
chorus. 

Step 11- Pre-Production 

Show slide 10. Students watch the original video and the teacher stops it at various 
points and elicits why the people are happy. Some of them are more obvious than 
other so have a look before the lesson. 

Step 12- TPR (Optional) 

This is an optional stage depending on your level/time/focus. Show slide 11
with chorus sentence stems. Students make actions and their partner guesses why 
they are happy. 

Step 13- Production

Show the website http://24hoursofhappy.com/or slide 12. This is the first 24 hour music 
video. You can show this on the website by choosing any time of day. 

Cut out 24 sentence stems on slide 11and mark them from 00.00- 23.00. Students 
take at least one stem and write why they are happy at that time. Stronger students 
can take more than one. Remind students about the 13 syllable rule. 

Step 14- Feedback

Put the sentence stems around the room and students walk around and pick their 
favourites. If time, combine best ones in to a full chorus. 


